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FOREWARD BY THE CHAIRMAN 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen 
 
As I write this Foreword at the end of July, the UK seems to continue in chaos caused by the 
pandemic with various factions within our society seemingly happy to sow confusion and    
division about every aspect of our emergence from the pandemic’s effects.  Unsubstantiated 
views seem to proliferate and go unchallenged by the media amplified, it seems, by the echo of 
social media.  Our pre-pandemic lives, where individual citizens could go about their lives 
without daily interference by Government diktat or “jobs-worth” interpretation of covid rules 
seem but a distant memory.  Here’s hoping that individual freedom will be restored              
progressively in the coming months! 
 

Some of you may remember that I wrote about the distressing desecration of the RAF Peace 
Cemetery, Hinaidi in Iraq in my Chairman’s Report in the January edition of Scorpion News. 
Firstly, the Cemetery is now known officially as the Ma'Asker Al Raschid RAF Cemetery.  
More importantly, I recently received positive news from Steve Johnson, the military author, 
that reconstruction of the boundary wall, to secure the site, should be able to proceed in the 
very near future funded by the MOD.  The current British Ambassador in Iraq, Stephen Hickey 
and the Defence Attaché, Brigadier Adam McRae, have been instrumental in this progress.  
Both are due to be replaced in the near future so we hope that this momentum will not be lost.  
Another interesting fact also came to light in that the 1937 Hinaidi Cantonment transfer      
document, Appendix 7 states that “It is agreed that the British Cemetery is under control of 
the Imperial War Graves Commission”.  This document should help to determine who is    
responsible for the reconstruction of the Cemetery in the future.  As ever, I will keep you     
informed of any progress. 
 

Elsewhere in this edition of Scorpion News and adorning the cover you will find designs for an 
Association badge.  The Committee were of the view that to mark our 30th Anniversary, and in 
common with other Associations, we should have our own badge.  Please vote for your        
preferred design.  We will use our new badge in official Association correspondence, alongside 
the Squadron Crest.  However, we would like to invite ideas for its informal use – lapel badges, 
car stickers – please let me know if you have any ideas for Association mementos featuring our 
new Badge. 
 

I would also like to draw your attention to our Appeal for Donations for a replacement     
Squadron Crest to be produced by the College of Arms and then presented to our Squadron.  
The full story is told on page 24 but it seems appropriate that the Association should fund a 
replacement of the Squadron Badge – perhaps we might be in a position to present it at the  
Akrotiri 50 celebration? 
 

It is also nice to hear from our friends at East Boldre Hall.  Steve Antczak, part of the East  
Boldre Hall Committee, has given us an update of their exciting plans to develop the Hall, the 
only remaining building from the WW1 airfield where 84 Squadron was formed in 1917, into a 
village hub.  
 

You will have already heard the great news that your committee have decided that we should 
go ahead with our reunion in October.  The committee met by Zoom in early July to discuss the 
reunion.  The decision was not taken lightly. Some time was spent deciding what made up the 
essence of a reunion and whether the final Government easing of Covid restrictions would   
allow us to hold a meaningful event.  Derek liaised with our hotel at Albrighton Hall and we 
felt that we could, indeed, go ahead.  I do hope you feel you are able to join in – this reunion 
will mark the 30th Anniversary of the formation of the Association, albeit a year late, and the 
Committee are hoping you will join us and make this reunion the best yet! 
 
With my very best wishes, Paul 
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EDITORIAL 
 

 
Dear readers, welcome to the July edition.  You may find it a little disjointed in places 
as unfortunately I have been confined to bed this last week and am writing this in fits 
and starts. 
 
To start with, I will reiterate what the Chairman has written in his forward, please go 
straight to pages 6 and 7 and take appropriate action as soon as you can, the decision 
made as result of your actions is very important. 
 
Jill and I did mange to visit Cyprus in June/July, it was as you might imagine quite a 
lengthy process both to get there and then return.  We had in total 5 compulsory PCR 
tests and several Lateral flow tests for our own benefit.  However, once we were home 
we also got Pinged by NHS Track and Trace as someone on the return flight tested 
positive for Covid, so whole flight  had to go into self isolation.  It wasn't too bad as it 
ran consecutively with the 10 days isolation required when returning from Amber 
country.  If we had returned 3 days later we wouldn't have had to isolate, however to be 
fair the Test and Trace people did phone everyday to check we were at home  Anyway 
enough about our problems. 
 
I do hope you find the content of interest but I am always on the lookout for new or 
interesting material, so come on! You have all got some stories to tell. 
 
You might also notice that Tommy Cooper has popped up on the odd page.  I have got 
many tales and gags to fill the odd space, but in this day and age many people might 
take offence so I will stick to the tried and tested Tommy. 
 
Whilst we were in Cyprus, every day fires were breaking out all over the island,       
unfortunately most of them had been lit deliberately for one reason or another.  Cyprus 
mail quoted that one had been lit by two youths whom the police had caught ignoring 
Covid rules!  So they went out and as a protest lit a fire.  The largest fire  ever seen on 
the island was lit by a 67 year old farmer trying to burn stubbles, he was arrested and 
will be sentenced in September, another one was started in a car which contained the 
body of a man who had been shot.  I will put some photographs I took on our balcony 
of the large fire in the Paphos/Limassol area, remembering that we were in the        
Larnaca district.  Unfortunately, even though we were in Cyprus, I thought that the 
Squadron boys were so busy fire fighting that we wouldn't create more hassle for them 
by trying to visit them,  So hopefully we might manage a visit during our next trip in 
October.  
 
That will be after our hopefully wonderful reunion at the beginning of October, where 
not having seen each other for maybe two years, conversation could be lively?  Then 
we have the visit to the 50th anniversary of the Squadron being based in Cuprus to look 
forward to in January, at least we hope the fire situation will not be as prevalent by 
then. 
 

I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible in October,  Bye for now. 
 

Trevor  
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ASSOCIATION BADGE 
 
Just about all veteran Service organisations and associations, such as the RAFA, have 
their own badge.  To mark the 30th Anniversary of the official founding of the 84 
Squadron Association, the Committee has decided that we should have our own 
badge.  Shown opposite on page 7 are 3 alternative versions of an Association Badge  
Colour Images Are Shown On Front Cover and it is now your opportunity to vote for 
the design that you prefer.  All 3 are clearly marked Design A, B and C.  Please email 
the following address with your preference in the Subject Line to:  

chairman84association@outlook.com.  For example the subject line could read: 
 

“ My Vote for Association Badge Design X” 
 

 
Please email your preference by 15th August 2021.  The chosen design will be        
unveiled at the reunion in October.  Please action as soon as possible! 
 
The Committee envisage that we will use the chosen design for items such as lapel 
badges, and car stickers.  If you have any ideas for Association memorabilia with the 
chosen design, please let me know at the above address. 
 
Paul Critchley 
Chairman 
 

 
Pictures On The TV Showing The Squadron Boys In Action 

mailto:chairman84association@outlook.com
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A Grand Day Out  
 

 
On a sunny morning on the 5th of November 1968, two Whirlwind HAR10 helicopters 
took off from Seletar for flight testing of a modified HF trailing aerial.  One aircraft 
was unmodified, the control, and the other with modifications and instrumentation.  I 
was in the modified one, XR456, and sat in the left hand seat.  Even in November the 
weather in Singapore was hot and humid and both sliding windows on the pilot and co-
pilot’s positions were open to allow airflow through.  Communication, because we 
were at low level and didn’t need oxygen, was by throat mikes.  
 
We took off and flew north, crossed over the Straits and flew up the east coast of     
Malaysia.  Readings taken every ten minutes and as we approached Mersing it was all 
going well……… until a horn started blaring!  There was a very short conversation. 
Pilot – “Mayday - Mayday – Engine Failure.  Crewman – “You’re joking?” Pilot – 
“Nope” The crewman who had been doing what all crewmen do, sat on the edge with 
the door open, legs hanging out, scrambled back and strapped himself in very tightly.  I 
pulled my harness tight and looked across at the pilot.  He calmly looked round and 
flew the now engine less aircraft in a complete 360, looking for somewhere to put it 
down.  There was nothing but trees, as far as you could see there were trees, and so 
tight together the canopy looked like one green continuous carpet.  I looked out of my 
window and there was about 30 feet of flames coming out of the exhaust.  As we   
completed the 360 we were just above the tree canopy and with a copybook example of 
auto rotation, the aircraft came to a complete stop as we hit the trees.  With a great deal 
of noise the fuselage pitched to port and we rolled about 90 degrees and then just fell. 
It’s at this point I suffered the effects of what was not to be my best decision.  I had 
considered closing the cockpit window but decided not to do so in case it broke in  
pieces and cut me up.  What happened instead was that the tree branches came into the 
cockpit and smacked me about the head and face.  
 
We fell a long way, I think I was out about a minute and was brought round by the 
crewman.  The pilot was hanging on his straps above me and the blood dripping on my 
right shoulder was his, not mine.  It appeared he had shot forward with the impact and 
parts of the control column had penetrated the underside of his jaw.  He also had    
damaged his back and was in severe pain.  It turned out we had landed in some form of 
swamp with huge towering trees above us.  The tree canopy had closed and we could 
not see the accompanying aircraft hovering above.  It then left and the jungle became 
absolutely silent.  We managed to get the pilot out and lay him flat on the starboard 
side.  There was an overwhelming smell of fuel and the split tanks had poured fuel out 
and it floated on top of the water in the swamp.  It wicked up our flying overalls and 
both the crewman and I had skin burns for several days.  Worried about a possible fire, 
I disconnected the batteries.  
 
Housekeeping was next, I actually got operate the SARBE in anger, we had the mark 
that permitted voice communications.  It was hot and thirsty work and we broke out the 
emergency packs, but there was nothing to drink in them.  There was a sort of balloon 
on a long cord and a tray under it where you added a chemical to water and it gave off 
a gas that was supposed to inflate the balloon and float heaven wards and be seen by 
would be rescuers.  
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Four hours later it was still bubbling and the balloon never left the ground.  The       
machete was very useful, the jack knife great, but why you needed a spike to get out 
stones from horse’s hooves I never found out.  About an hour later the SAR helicopter 
arrived and a winchman slowly descended from above….. and then stopped! The 
winch was not long enough to reach us.  Backup he went, disappeared, and reappeared 
holding a stretcher, this he let down by hand on a strap and we secured the very poorly 
pilot into it.  On the signal, the winchman ascended through the canopy, the strop  
tightened, and the injured pilot disappeared from view.  The helicopter then left.  A fair 
while later it came back and this time a man descended through the trees on a strap 
which we saw was attached to the winch wire.  It was the doctor to give us the once 
over to see if we needed a stretcher or could just use the strop.  He then explained that 
we were to put the strop under the armpits, reach around and grasp hands together, the 
winch would then wind up to its end, the strap would be attached to the aircraft and 
disconnected from the winch.  
 
The winchman would then be lowered and attach himself to me.  Then him, the strap, 
the strop, and me, would be all winched up together.  It was not a fun filled ride.  The 
winch wire occasionally slipped a coil and I suddenly dropped, hanging on the end of a 
nylon strap underneath an aircraft that was trying to blow you off was a very lonely 
place to be.  It was a great sense of relief when the winchman came back down and  
attached himself to me. Safety inside it was time to fly back to safely and Seletar……
nope!  
 
All that hovering had used so much fuel that we could not get back, so a quick dash to 
Kota Tinggi was called for.  They had big rubber tanks of fuel next to the football pitch 
and we landed and refilled by pumping by hand.  Back at Seletar, stitched and       
bandaged in the med centre and then taken home with instructions for my wife to wake 
me every two hours and check I was ok.  Then back to work the following day.  Two 
members on that day got an AFC, can’t remember who now though.  Me? I got five 
hundred Singapore dollars from the CO’s Fund to replace my broken watch.  The pilot 
never flew again.  
 

Tom Tomlinson, ex boy entrant then Radar Tech left hand seat. His story. 
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The Andover Era 
 
When I read in the last Scorpion News that the Squadron was approaching its 50th year 
at Akrotiri, it made me realise how long ago it was that I had the privilege of          
commanding the Squadron.  In fact it was 3rd Oct 1963 that I touched down at RAF 
Sharjah in a brand new Andover C Mk1 to reform 84 Squadron. 
 
My journey to the Squadron started in late 1962 when I was in my first staff             
appointment at HQ 25 Group where I was the Group Navigation Officer responsible 
for all non-pilot aircrew flying training in the RAF.  We were based in a small old 
country house at the edge of RAF White Waltham grass airfield near Maidenhead. It 
was the base also for London University Air Squadron and an Air Cadet Air             
Experience Flight, both equipped with Chipmunks.  The airfield was also used for the 
testing of the Fairey Rotodyne helicopter (the noisiest helicopter I have ever             
encountered) but I don't believe that it ever went into production. 
 
Sitting at my desk one day, my Group Captain called me into his office. "Radnor" he 
said "I see that you are due for your posting from here in 4 months time.  You were 
previously flying photo recce Canberras but I think you should have a change of role". 
"Yes Sir "  I said, touching my forelock. "I look forward to it" 
 
Not long afterwards my posting came through, I was to command 84 Squadron based 
at RAF Sharjah in the Gulf not far from Dubai.  At that time the Squadron, equipped 
with Beverley aircraft, was based at Aden but all British military forces were pulling 
out of Aden and the Beverleys would be flown back to the UK.  The Squadron would 
reform at Sharjah with 6 new Andover C Mk1 aircraft.  Prior to that, the new crews, 
each comprising 2 Pilots, 1 Navigator and 1 Air loadmaster, had to complete the    
Andover flying conversion course at RAF Abingdon.  After which the new aircraft 
would be collected from the Avro factory at Woodbridge and the newly trained crews 
would ferry the aircraft out to Sharjah.   

The Andover C Mk1 was developed from the Avro 748, a civil airliner fitted with the 
well proven Dart turboprop engines.  The main changes were an upswept rear fuselage 
to accommodate rear loading doors with a ramp to allow Land Rover size vehicles to 
be driven on board.  The undercarriage could be "knelt" to reduce the angle of the rear 
drive-on ramp.   

Hello New Boy 
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The Dart engines were upgraded with more power and fitted with   larger reverse pitch 
props.  The engines were fitted with water/methanol injection which could be used 
when needed particularly for take-off/landing on short sand strips. The approach/
landing flap travel was increased for STOL landings.  It had a versatile internal fit - 
passenger, paratroops, all freight, vehicles or one-ton containers for      parachute air 
drops.  The undercarriage was strengthened for rough strip operation. 
 
It was hoped that 3 new aircraft would be ready for the initial ferry but only 2 were 
ready in time and we departed UK on 31st Aug 1967 and routed via Istres, Luqa,     
Akrotiri, Diyakabir, Tehran and Shiraz.  The 2 Andovers arrived in formation at    
Sharjah on the 6th September.  We were greeted by a large turnout of Station personnel 
led by the Station Commander.  No 84 Squadron had arrived back in the Gulf, an area 
it had operated in many times in its history.  
 
In fact, it was my second tour based at Sharjah. I had been stationed there in 1954    
flying Ansons supporting the Trucial Oman Scouts and patrolling the border between 
Abu Dhabi and Saudi Arabia where Saudi oil companies were prospecting for oil.   
Later, in 1955, I moved to Iraq and one afternoon after a Valetta sortie into Shaibah I 
called in at the Officers' Mess and I still have a vivid memory of a large bronze      
Scorpion acting as a weathercock on top of the main mess building.  Of course, at that 
time it didn't mean anything to me but now of course I would love to know what     
happened to it. 
 
Returning to 1967 and the settling in at Sharjah.  Our new build accommodation hadn't 
been completed and initially we were given a single large un-air conditioned room 
which was hard on crews who had yet to become acclimatised to the very humid     
conditions in the Gulf.  Also, our RAF groundcrew, also unacclimatised, worked under 
the very difficult conditions of heat and high humidity to service the aircraft and to  
perform the many changes of role fit that were needed. 
 
 
 
  

  

  

  

   

DS-S With Beverly 
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Eventually we moved to our new building and started setting up the Crew and Ops 

Rooms and the various other offices plus of course the writing of the squadron flying 

order and landing strip books.  It was a very intense period and after local area         

familiarisation sorties we started operational flights at the end of our first month at 

Sharjah.  There were many rough sand strips in the area.  An area which included the 

sheikhdoms of Sharjah, Dubai, Abu Dhabi plus the whole of Oman with the small RAF 

bases at Masirah and Salalah.  Many of the sand strips hadn't been used for months or, 

in some cases, years.  These strips I would visit courtesy of an Army Sioux or Beaver 

to assess the runway condition.  Normally an expert would use a cone penetrometer to 

assess the strength of the surface, but I used my heel to dig into the soft gravel in the 

areas where it was important - the touchdown and turning areas at the ends of the strip. 

When using hard surfaced long runway’s the Andover was operated to the normal civil 

aviation take-off safety standards with the usual V1, VR and V2 speeds.  Under most 

conditions VR was around 95 knots.  However, for take-offs on short sand strips, 

STOL operating techniques applied.  The VR speed, the speed at which the aircraft is 

rotated to lift off, is reduced to around 65 knots.  An engine failure at this point would 

be catastrophic.  This did happen to an Andover in Italy with disastrous consequences 

with loss of life.  STOL landings were carried out at much lower speeds than normal. 

After the flare just prior to touchdown the props are selected to "reverse" which       

normally results in a fairly firm landing.  The aircraft has modifications to operate    

under STOL conditions, the undercarriage was strengthened, the flap angles increased, 

and large reverse pitch props fitted.  As safety standards during STOL operations are 

significantly eroded all STOL sorties had to be specially authorised. 

During my tour at Sharjah the Andover performed superbly carrying out a large     

number of STOL operations, many Paratroops and 1 ton loads were dropped, Land 

Rovers delivered, night ops with the SAS carried out and a few long distance flights to 

Pakistan and Aden (before it finally closed) took place.  

Andover About To Become Airborne 
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Loading a Land Rover 

OC 84 Sqd Hiding Janes Panties From the AOC 
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A chap went to the opticians for an eye test. 

He sat in the chair and the optician said to him what can you see? 
He said ; I can see empty stadiums and I can see empty pubs. 

Optician; Ah, you have got 2020 vision. 

What is also remarkable is that these operations all were carried out by aircrew with no 
previous experience on the Andover ably supported by our RAF ground servicing  
technicians who kept the Andovers at a high state of serviceability in a harsh and     
demanding working environment. 
 
It was a great pity that such a versatile aircraft had a relatively short life in the Gulf as 

the overseas British forces elements gradually moved back to the UK, apart from main 

elements in Cyprus which enabled 84 Squadron to maintain its proud long standing  

history of being based overseas with its role of providing local operational flying    

support.  I regard my time as CO of 84 as one of the highlights of my 40 years in the 

RAF although I was privileged a few years later to command another squadron with a 

great history, No 7, equipped with 18 Canberras which, at that time was the largest 

squadron in the RAF - but that's another story.  

Tony Radnor 

Chas the Archivist Been Busy Again 
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Tales from the Officers' Mess - Summer 2021 
 

My last article described our plans to remodel East Boldre Village Hall into a community hub 
with a community shop and much improved community facilities, our main focus being to ren-
ovate and restore the old WW1 officer’s mess. I am now pleased to report that planning per-
mission has been granted for us to turn this: 

 

into this: 

 

It has been a long and bumpy road for us to achieve planning permission which is no mean feat 
considering the village hall is in a conservation area within a national park and sits on Crown 
grazing land which has SSSI status and many other protective designations. Even the weeds 
that have encroached onto the car park and the brambles that grow around the walls enjoy spe-
cial protected status.  
Our journey started over four years ago when the owner of the village shop and post office de-
cided to retire. Being unable to sell the shop as a going concern, the community was worried 
that it might lose its shop altogether and so was born the SOS (Save Our Shop) campaign.  
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Plans to buy the village shop and run it as a community shop fell through and, there being no 
alternative site in the village, the East Boldre Community Hub Project took over. After more 
than 150 meetings, many of which were in the pub, and after waiting 13 months for planning 
approval, a process that would normally take 13 weeks, we are more or less ready to go. I must 
give special praise to Ian Evans, the shop owner, who has forgone retirement and kept the shop 
open throughout this protracted period, to Guy McNair-Wilson, our architectural designer who 
gave his time and advice freely and to our Chairman, Mike Husband who has been unwavering 
in his support for the project and his team. 
But Covid has changed everything and, to cut a long story short, a new plan has evolved in the 
village. The community shop group, who are separate from the village hall team, are actively 
looking to lease the whole ground floor of the existing village shop, extend the floor area to 
double its current size and operate the community shop in its current location. The knock-on 
effect for the village hall is a simpler, lower cost build. We will no longer need a basement and 
all its associated maintenance problems and restrictions. Instead, we can use the new, large, 
ground-floor extension for a spacious community room, a new kitchen and toilet suite and a 
good size storeroom. There will also be lots of room for a permanent exhibition of our histori-
cal material and, of course, our favourite squadron, No. 84, will feature prominently in the 
main hall.  
This links nicely to the next topic. Working from the Officers’ Mess on the WW1 airfield, it is 
easy to forget that there were two military airfields in East Boldre Parish. Less than one mile 
from the village hall is the large, WW2 airfield known as RAF Beaulieu and as U.S. Airfield 
No 408. Locally, it is known as Beaulieu Aerodrome or just, ‘the aerodrome’ and is very popu-
lar with dog walkers and horse riders. It had three concrete runways and a 3-mile perimeter 
road, all still clearly visible on the ground, and too may buildings to count, all now just distant 
memories. 

 

One of twelve New Forest airfields, Beaulieu Aerodrome opened in August 1942 as a Coastal 
Command base, initially used by 224 Squadron flying Liberators for anti-U-Boat patrols over 
the Atlantic. Later, Halifaxes of 405 Squadron RCAF and 158 Squadron RAF joined the sub-
marine hunt, and in early 1943, 311 Czeck Squadron and 53 Squadron RAF took over this 
work. In February 1944, 19 Group Coastal Command moved out and East Boldre became a 
base for Typhoon fighter bombers of 257 and 263 Squadrons RAF, and 486 Squadron RNZAF. 
Together, they attacked France in the build-up to D-Day. A month later, these attacks were tak-
en over by P47 Thunderbolts of the 365th Fighter Group, (366, 367 and 368 Squadrons) of the 
9th USAAF. After D-Day they followed the invasion force to France to support operations on 
the ground and East Boldre became home to the 323rd Bomb Group, USAAF (453, 454, 455 
and 456 Squadrons), flying Marauder B26 medium bombers. 
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After the war in Europe, from December 1944 until September 1950, Beaulieu Aerodrome was 
used by the Airborne Forces Experimental Establishment to test parachutes, gliders, glider tugs 
and early helicopters. Flying ceased in 1950 but the cold war caused the airfield to be       
mothballed until 1959 when the land was returned to the Forestry Commission. The concrete 
runways lasted several more years and many people of my age first learnt to drive on the     
airfield. The concrete was broken up during the early 1970s and used as hard-core foundations 
for the construction of the M27 motorway which runs from Cadnam, a few miles west of 
Southampton to join the A27 just east of Portsmouth. 
The aerodrome had a profound and lasting effect on the New Forest. Picturesque ponds remain 
in the pits that were dug to provide gravel for the concrete runways and roads. Some of the 
roads remain in place as access roads to the Roundhill Campsite and for off-road cycle paths, 
and a short section of one runway remains in place for the model aircraft flying club. Where 
the concrete was removed, the chemistry of the underlying soil has changed. Instead of the  
native, nutrient-poor, acidic heathland soil where gorse, heather and bracken thrive, wild          
flowers more typical of the chalk downs of North Hampshire, Surrey and Sussex are found in 
abundance.  
One day, while walking his dog on the heath, a keen, young, local gentleman named Marc 
Heighway realised he was walking on a disused airfield. A couple of years on, he seems to 
have done more research on Beaulieu Aerodrome than anyone had done previously. You can 
see his amazing work on his website, https://rafbeaulieu.co.uk and his Facebook page, https://
m.facebook.com/groups/400948317956198. His documentary videos are a must-see and we 
look forward to working with Marc on our next major exhibition.  
and with Marc in mind, I will finish with a quick note about loft insulation. Guy McNair-
Wilson, our architectural designer, while building a second floor on his newly purchased    
bungalow in East Boldre, found the strangest loft insulation imaginable. Simply thrown over 
the loft beams was an old duffle coat and an electrically-heated, WW2 air gunner's suit. After 
half a century of damp, dust and spider poop, it was in dreadful condition with corroded wiring 
and rusty zips, and making matters worse, it had suffered seriously from moth-attack. But,   
undeterred, Marc set about restoring, photographing and exhibiting it online where it caused 
quite a stir amongst his large Facebook following. We can only imagine what other delights 
WW2 has left in our village for future generations to discover.  
 
 

 

Air Gunners Duffle Coat 

https://rafbeaulieu.co.uk
https://m.facebook.com/groups/400948317956198
https://m.facebook.com/groups/400948317956198
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Here is one of the latest acquisitions to the archive.  This style of greetings card was 
popular with squadrons and stations from the 1930’s to the early 1970’s.  They were 
generally the same size, with alternative inserts for various occasions.  This one is the 
squadron Christmas card from the Beverly era.  The outer card is of a slightly textured 
finish with the crest embossed into the card.  It is finished with Gold leaf. 
 
The inner generally had a relevant photograph image, but cartoons or drawings have 
also been noted in the past.  It is completed with a short salutation facing the image.  
The whole card is finished with a ribbon in the standard RAF Tricolour. 
 
I have a few different cards of this type in my ephemera collection found at various 
fairs, but they are very few and far between. 
 
This example came from Austin Texas. 
 
Chas 
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REQUEST FOR DONATIONS TO REPLACE  
THE SQUADRON CREST  

 

In recent communications with OC 84, Sqn Ldr David, it has become clear that the  Official 
Squadron Crest produced by the College of Arms in 1946 and approved by King George VI 
has become lost. 
 
The first original, drawn by the College of Arms in 
1936 depicted the Squadron as a Bomber Squadron.  
This first original was lost when the Japanese over-ran 
the Squadron in the Far East during WW2.  
 
Interestingly, a second copy of the first original was 
produced at that time and now hangs in the RAF Club 
in Piccadilly.  This copy has a plaque which reads 
“Presented by Squadron Leader F J Fogarty DFC 
AFC. Sqn Ldr Fogarty was OC 84 from 1935 to 1937 
and he eventually retired as an Air Chief Marshal in 
1953.   

 
 
 
 
  
 
The second original was therefore drawn after the end of 
WW2 and bore the signature of the King approving the 
design, now without the word “Bomber”   
 
It was definitely in the possession of the Squadron in the 
mid 1980s when this photograph was taken but an      
extensive search of both the Squadron’s premises and 
RAF Akrotiri has drawn a blank. 
 
The Committee feel that we would like to replace the 
Crest with a third “original” produced by the College of 
Arms to show our esteem for our current serving        
personnel.  The cost of the Crest is estimated to be £600 
and that is our first target.  Ideally, we would like to raise 
more and have the crest suitably framed.  Should any 
additional funds be raised we would direct those to an-

other project of our current OC84, namely the  commission of a painting of a Griffin helicopter 
by Mandy Shepherd to go with paintings of the Whirlwind and Wessex.  Readers may be 
aware that two David Shephard originals belonging to the Squadron depicting Squadron     
Beverlys currently hang in the Officers’ Mess at Akrotiri. 
 
In summary, to show our respect and appreciation for our current serving personnel on the 
Squadron, we would be pleased to receive your donations, however large or small, to replace 
the missing College of Arms Crest.  Please make your donations direct to the Association bank 
account sort code 30-90-09 account number 49745360, a/c name: 84 Squadron Association  
using CREST as a reference or, if preferred, send a cheque made payable to 84 Squadron     
Association to our Treasurer at the address at the front of the magazine marking the word 
CREST on the back of your cheque.        Thank you in anticipation! 
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84 Squadron Association 2021 Annual Reunion 
Albrighton Hall Hotel, nr Shrewsbury 2nd October 2021 

 
The committee have considered the implications of the pandemic and recent changes to 
Government guidelines.  The decision is to go ahead with the reunion in its usual      
format.  The committee has also decided that we will not be giving any directions as to 
how people should behave that is different to these guidelines.  We just ask that as  
usual everybody is considerate of others who attend and simply use their common 
sense. 
 
Over 80 members and guests previously informed me that they would like to attend if 
the reunion went ahead. We understand that it isn’t as straightforward as ‘normal’ so 
can everybody give this some thought and decide for themselves. 
 
If anybody wishes to attend then please ring the hotel directly (Tel 01939 291000 – 
Option 1 (reservations).  Ensure you tell them that it is for the 84 Sqn Reunion to get 
the discounted rate of £75 per person, per night, D,B&B.   Please also let them know of 
any dietary, mobility or other personal needs.  The hotel has had huge changes in staff 
because of the pandemic and training the new staff may be causing a sporadic response 
to telephone calls. 
 
If you decide to attend or decide not to, please let me know by the contact details at the 
front of any Scorpion News. 
 
On Saturday 2nd October the AGM will be held in the Lakeside Room at 16-00 for 
members only.  In the evening the “Banquet” will be 19-00 for 19-30 and the dress 
code for this is jacket & tie.  Some of you may be pleased to know that the “Naughty 
Table” are observing a no-fly zone for this year in the Lakeside Room.  Others may 
well be able to watch/participate in a paper aeroplane competition in the bar area later.     
 
Throughout the weekend Chas & Jackie Scowen’s memorabilia will be laid out in the 
Garden Room, opposite reception. 
 

IMPORTANT:  
If you are intending to dine in the restaurant on the Friday evening please book your 
time slot in advance through the hotel. 
 
H&R, 
 
Derek Whittaker 
 
PS – There haven’t been any changes to the visit planned for 84 Squadron’s 50th      
Anniversary at RAF Akrotiri.  In fact it hasn’t been discussed but should there be any 
developments we will be in touch with all those who applied to take part ASAP. 
 

Police arrested two kids yesterday, one was drinking battery acid, 
and the other was eating fireworks.  
They charged one and let the other one off. 
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 Flight Sergeant JFX Hunt 
 
For most of my tour on 84 Squadron (1978-81) I came under the command of Joseph 
Frederick Xavier Hunt (Xavier means splendid).  He was also known as the Ayatollah 
or simply Joe (although none of us would say Joe to his face). 
 
Joe was an extraordinary character and “larger-than-life”.  Nobody disagreed with Joe 
irrespective of rank.  A 3-tonner full of 34 Sqn Regiment with a Flying Officer in 
charge came onto the dispersal without stopping with a rotors-turning refuel in       
progress.  Joe asked me to request the pleasure of the Fg Off’s company.  The Rocks 
told me that a mere Flt Sgt couldn’t tell a Fg Off off.  When the said Fg Off returned 
from his round the corner advice session he looked like a stray dog that had just      
undergone a thorough whipping! The Rocks were amazed. 
 
On another occasion we were down to a single airframe with the airfield very busy 
with APC Tornadoes & Canberras arriving & departing.  Sure enough the UHF on the 
serviceable airframe went u/s.  I pulled the TX/Rx & shot up to ESG only to find it all 
locked up at about 11-00.  Round the back was every supplier on Cyprus (RAF &   
Army, about 80 of them in all) lining up for a group photo.  I tried to explain the     
situation to the NCO i/c ESG when the Wg Com came storming over and started to 
dress me down.  I was only wearing bondhu boots & a pair of working KD shorts. 
When he’d finished, I asked if he could phone my Flt Sgt to explain why we wouldn’t 
be able to provide any SAR cover for a while. “Who’s your Flt Sgt?” – “Flt Sgt Hunt” 
– “OK, who’s got the keys?”.  
 
 At one time there was a bit of laugh happening around the Sqn putting graphite grease 
on the telephone’s earpiece.  At 06-30 start of work on 1st Line we were sat in a circle 
sorting out who had to do what to get up & running.  Joe came walking in, the phone 
rang and he answered it.  The caller hung up and when Joe put the phone down there 
was the big, black ring on his ear!  We all tried to evaporate on the spot & Joe noticed 
that something was amiss.  When he ‘sussed’ the cause he singled me out and asked,” 
Who did it Derek?” – “I have no idea Flight” – “Derek it’s either you or him” – with-
out a moment’s hesitation “It was Danny Gormley Flight” – “Riiiiiiggghhhttt, Derek, 
stitch him up and let me know how you did it”.  Joe had a way of saying “Right” 
which everybody who heard it will remember.  I played rugby with Taff Jones who 
ran all the annual Regiment GDT training days we all had to do.  Danny was called up 
for an out of phase GDT day and spent the whole day protesting that he shouldn’t be 
here.  
 
On return to Lyneham I took my son to watch England play Denmark at Wembley in 
an evening match.  Being an insignificant friendly there were barely 30,000 there.  We 
were sat near the steps up to the Royal Box when the officials, players, etc (England 
were led by Graham Taylor as manager) came out of the tunnel and started walking 
round the track led by a figure in a maroon blazer with grey slacks.  Even at about 70 
yards distance straight away I recognised a distinctive walk.  Half way to the place 
where the players were to be presented to some dignitary, the figure stretched out his 
right arm and brought them all to a grinding halt.  He raised his radio and spoke into 
it, paused and then allowed the procession to resume.  “It can’t be?”, I thought – it 
was! Joe came over and we found that he was head of security for Wembley Stadium.  
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Knowing Joe the pause was just to let everybody know exactly who was in charge 
around here.  He offered to move us into the VIP seats and that was the last time I saw 
Joe. 
 
Sadly he passed away at quite a young age but what an impression he left on those of 
us who knew him.  At our last reunion held at the Midland Hotel in Derby those from 
our era went out into the rear car park to say our farewells.  Carol Farrer gasped & said, 
”Look at that”.  There, sitting in the car park, was a Fiat 500 and its number plate    
ended with 84 JFX. Joe had a little Fiat run-around at Akrotiri.   
He couldn’t – could he??? 
 
DW 

Smoke Visible From Our Balcony, Ash Was Also Falling 
Around, So We Were Worried About The Trees Catching Fire 

As it Was So Dry 
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New Hooters 
 

Geoff Boots 
 

Joined the RAF in 1971 as an Airframe Technician and served at Leconfield and      

Abingdon before completing a Whirlwind course at Westland Helicopters and moving 
to Shawbury on Whirlwind 1st/2nd line. Joined 84 Sqn in 1977 and promoted to Cpl 
while in Cyprus.  Spent some time on Victor, VC10, Phantom and Tornado before a 

second tour at Akrotiri, this time as a Sgt with Eng Wing.  His final posting was at 
Chivenor on Hawks as Ch Tech Airframe bays.  

Since leaving the RAF in 1995, Geoff has worked as a Data Quality Manager, then 
Technical Information Support manager with Devon Healthcare trust and was part of 
the national team for introduction of New NHS Numbers.  Moved to Dudley PCT as 
Information Manager before joining University Hospitals Birmingham as Clinical  
Coder. Retired in 2019.Geoff celebrated 40 years of marriage to Jan earlier this year 
and they have 2  daughters, both are midwives, has 2 granddaughters and 1 grandson.  
He and Jan enjoy retirement by caravanning with friends and are generally away for 5 
to 30 nights at a time around 15 times a year. 
 

Michael Brown  

Joined the RAF in 1973 as an Airframe Technician, Michael had tours at Little        
Rissington, Ternhill, Linton-on-Ouse, The Queen’s Flight, MoD Harrogate, DHSA 
Yeovilton, and HQPTC Innsworth before joining 84 Sqn in 1996 as Flt Sgt               

Engineering. This was followed by tours at Benson, Mount Pleasant and Boulmer. 

Since leaving the RAF in 2005, Mike has worked with Highways Agency as a Traffic 

Officer, spent some time with the Merlin project at RAF Benson before returning to the 
Highways Agency.  Retired 2018. He now acts as the RAF liaison for the Benson    
village history group and assists with the running of the RAF Benson Ethos and      

Heritage Centre (Museum). 

Thomas Lissett 

Tom joined the RAF in 1971 and served with 84 Sqn as a Sgt Airframe Technician 
1979 – 82 at Akrotiri. After leaving the RAF, he spent some time working in Bahrain 

and has now retired to Cyprus with his wife Caron. 

Peter Towill 
 
Peter joined the RAF in 2003 and spent time holding at Boscombe Down before train-
ing as a pilot at Shawbury followed by a tour at Benson with 28 and 78 Sqns flying 
Merlins.   
 
He joined 84 Sqn as Flt Lt in 2014 at Akrotiri flying Griffins then moved to Creech, 
USA as an exchange officer on unmanned aircraft.  He left the RAF in 2020 and is now 
head of consultancy with Eagle Eye Innovations working with anything unmanned 
from drones to Reaper 
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Behold the Dark Gray Man 
 
This newly published book is the story of the life of Sholto Douglas, an unconventional 
senior commander in the Royal Air Force, described as 'a gloriously contentious    
character'.  
 
Following childhood abandonment and poverty, Sholto rose through the ranks of the 
fledgling RAF in the First World War.  In 1917, he took command of 84 Squadron. 
Staying in the RAF after the war, he took on a crucial role in WW2 as head of Fighter 
Command and going on to serve as military governor in Germany in the war's         
devastating aftermath. 
 
Katharine Campbell's father, MRAF Sholto Douglas was the hero of her childhood, but 
in 1963 when Katharine was five years old, he began to be stolen away by strange 
night-time wanderings and daytime distress - including vivid flashbacks to his time 
signing death warrants in post-war Germany.  The doctors called it dementia, but    
decades later, Katharine started researching her father’s story and realised that she had 
observed the undiagnosed consequences of post-traumatic stress disorder.  PTSD is a 
hot topic today.  We're aware of the front-line soldier suffering from 'shell-shock'- but 
what about the senior officer giving the orders, who may be carrying hidden wounds 
accumulated over many years?  We don t expect our military leaders to have PTSD, 
nor is it something they often recognise or acknowledge in themselves, yet this secret 
burden likely affects a surprising number of those making important tactical decisions.  
 
A thought-provoking insight into the damage done by military conflict, Behold the 
Dark Gray Man is the story of a daughter's search to understand the impact of war    
upon one of its most charismatic senior commanders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr Katharine Campbell was a neuroscientist before becoming a writer, working for 
many years on the development of pain processing in infants. She brings to her writing 
substantial medical knowledge, an eye for detail and a fascination with the events of 
the first half of the twentieth century, initiated by the exciting stories she heard as a 
child from her father Sholto Douglas. She collaborates with historians across Europe 
and in the UK, and with leading experts in Australia and the Netherlands on             
post-traumatic stress disorder, an illness that affected her father, especially in his old 
age. She also campaigns for the charity Combat Stress. 
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Westland Sikorsky WS51 Dragonfly HC4 XB251  

(Former HR3 WN499) 

In 2006 YHPG were made aware of the remains of a Dragonfly helicopter that were 
about to be scrapped on the fire training area at Caernarfon Airport, fortunately we  
acted quickly enough to obtain a stay of execution to enable us to arrange an inspection 
of the remains with a view to salvaging whatever we could. 

Following the survey, we decided that we may have a use for it and the airport were 
happy for us to remove the remains of the WN499 to our base at Doncaster where a 
more in-depth survey could be facilitated as time permitted.  Why would we take on 
such a mammoth task to resurrect what to all intents was a large pile of alloy scrap? 
This is something over the last few years that we wondered every time we looked at it 
all stored behind our workshop! However, we did have aims which have evolved into a 
workable plan as we have collected more parts since the time of the rescue. 

‘The Masterplan’………………..The intention of YHPG is to build out of the available 
parts of WN499 and additional components an RAF HC4 Dragonfly in order to fill a 
void in the visible history of RAF Helicopters. As all the Dragonfly’s in UK preserva-
tion are ex-Royal Navy Mk 3’s & 5’s we decided that there was no point in ‘restoring’ 
yet another bearing in mind the costs involved and with the condition of this airframe 
which was leading up to its scrapping we made the decision that now was the time to 
put the ‘masterplan’ into operation. 
 
It had been a concern of ours for some time that there was nothing visible to portray the 
use of the Dragonfly by the RAF during ‘Operation Firedog’ in the 1950’s Malayan 
conflict. Therefore using the parts as described we will be able to cover the history of 
the RAF Dragonfly’s and of 194 Squadron (known as – ‘The Friendly Firm’) which 
following its World War 2 transport role in the far east was resurrected in 1953 as the 
first fully established RAF helicopter squadron. The identity our example will be tak-
ing will be XB 251 which by talking to former 194 Sqn engineers was the last flying 
example on the squadron as the Sycamore helicopters gradually replaced them on    
operations. 

Westland – Sikorsky WS51 HAR3 WN499 whilst on the fire training area at 
Caernarfon airport.  
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The rebuild has now commenced with the tail boom in the workshops having 30 years 
of neglect rectified. From here on to avoid confusion the project will be known as XB 
251. 

The most difficult area for us to build will be the cabin interior as this was completely 
stripped out prior to being positioned in the children’s play area at Caernarfon . Even-
tually being condemned as too dangerous even for this task it was given to the fire 
team to use on their training area and the rest, as they say, is now history. 

Needless to say, should you have or know of anyone who may have any parts that they 
think we may have a use for we would be pleased to hear from you (particularly for the 
cabin/cockpit area). As always of course these rebuilds are costly on the purse for a 
group like ours which is entirely volunteer funded and run, the speed of completion 
will rely to a certain extent on the money we can raise as we go along so if you feel 
that you would like to help with a donation it would be gratefully accepted. 
Mike Fitch. YHPG 

 
 

 
 
HC4 XB251 During a 
maintenance period on the 
ground at RAF Kuala    
Lumpur, Malaya.  
 
Hopefully she will look like 
this again? 

 
 
 
 
Repairing damage and strip-
ping paint from the tail 
boom, the tail rotor gearbox 
is undergoing complete    
rebuild & can be seen on the 
bench in the background.  
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Flt Lt Jan Baxter, was a Polish pilot 
who flew daring wartime missions 
with the RAF dropping supplies to 
partisans. 
 
Article copied from: 
 
Daily Telegraph Friday 30th April 2021 
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It has been scientifically proven that horse manure protects you.  
Take the fresh horse manure and rub your hands with it.  
It has the following actions:  
 
1. It prevents you from touching your nose, eyes, mouth.  
2. People will keep at least 6 feet away from you.  
3. No one will want to shake your hand.  
4. You will safely wash your hands well before going to lunch.  
 
I swear it works.  

 
Smoke Visible From The Fire In Limassol/Paphos District 
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Keep Getting The Vaccine in 2021 


